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• According to its reputation, the Mikuni
carburetor is nothing short of magic! Just
hang one on your'hot European hummer,
rumor promises, and the bike instantly
will be transformed. Get rid of that nasty
Amal, Bing, IRZ or Jikov gas-passer, the
Mikuni converts passionately insist, for
then you will have said a final goodbye
to the fouled plugs and balky starts that
make you swear, sweat, and think of aban
doning motorcycles in favor of golf. And
what will a Mikuni do for horsepower and
mileage? You shouldn't ask, they say.
Knowing would only make you feel terri
ble about all you've been missing.

That such extravagant claims are being 
made for the Mikuni carburetor is suf
ficient to arouse plenty of interest among 
motorcyclists, and to create a healthy de
gree of skepticism. Experience has shown 
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that some of the world's air/fuel mixers 
yield nothing to the medieval thumb
screw in terms of sheer misery potential. 
On the other hand, experience also has 
taught most of us mistrust of anything for 
which magical properties are claimed
and this wary attitude is a fine defense 
against having one's pockets pillaged. But 
in the Mikuni carburetor's case we are 
confronted with an unusual and highly 
significant distinction: the claims are 
being made by the customer instead of 
the vendor. Whatever marvels may be 
promised by the bench racers, Mikuni's 
own people venture only a cautious and 
thoroughly qualified optimism when 
asked if one of their carburetors might 
serve as a suitable replacement for the 
standard item on, say, a CZ or Norton; 
immediately adding that much depends 

Plenty of problems to be 
solved, lots of questions 

to be answered and results 

that depend entirely on 

the effort put into the job. 

By Gordon Jennings 

on the level of knowledge and• skill ap
plied in the conversion process. 

Out in the real world the knowledge/ 
skill factor varies enormously and this is 
reflected in the results actually obtained 
-.yith Mikuni conversions (which some
times fall far short of reputation's prom
ise). We know of several CZs, for exam
ple, in which the desired transformation 
actually occurred: these somewhat tem
p e r a m e n t a l  m o t o r c y c l e s  b ecame 
downright civilized after Mikuni carbure
tors were grafted on their cylinders. But 
then there's a certain Honda 750 that has 
been all tricked out as a cafe racer, and 
its perfectly satisfactory Keihin carbure
tors replaced with a set of oversized, bad
ly-jetted Mikunis. The Honda's owner 
assures us that those big Mikunis have 
given his bike a big boost in power, im-
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proved his pet parrot's appetite and lan
guage. cleared up a persistent case of 
heartbreak_ing psoriasis, and made him 
irresistible to beautiful women. What the 
caTburetoTs really have done is to make 
his the rattiest-running Honda"based cafe 
racer in Southern California, a remark
able feat viewed in light of the number 
and quality of contenders for that 'title. 

So it clearly is possible to get both very 
good and very bad results from a switch 
to Mikuni carburetion, which should sur
prise only those who have swallowed the 
legend whole-slide, bowl and throttle 
cable. The rest of us believe about half 
of what is promised by all the glowing 
reports, and conclude that even when dis
counted 50-percent, the Mikuni conversion 
would be worth doing if we could be sure 
our personal abilities are equal to the task. 
And therein lies the rub: talk is just talk; 
if the job is going to get done you sooner 
or later will find yourself standing silent 
beside your bike, eyeing a bare intake 
manifold flange and wondering where to 
.begin. It's an intimidating situation, and 
one with which the writ�r has·very recent 
experience, having arrived at a state of 
acute disgust with the (expletive repeated) 
"other" carburetor on my personal mo
torcycle; having looked at the available 
conversion kits without finding anything 
suitable for the application at hand; hav
ing gone through a_ll the aggravation of 
devising and fabricating adapters; and 
having fought the battle of slides, needles 
and jetting. 

Anyone who in the cold clear light of 
morning decides to go ahead with the 
Great Carburetor Swap should first ad
dress himself to the question of size. You 
can of course err seriously in the matter 
of throat size, and we will discuss that 
aspect in good time. But equally impor
tant, and usually ignored in the early 
stages of planning, is sheer overall car
buretor size and shape. Carburetors of 
approximately equivalent throat dia
meters tend to have about the same height, 
taken from slide cover to float chamber 
base, but the Mikunis are comparatively 
wide and their shapes very blocky-mean
ing that you probably will find yourself 
fighting for the space needed to accom
modate a Mikuni and provide access to 
its adjustments. 

Accessibility may become a real prob
lem when the engine involved has twin 
cylinders and intake ports crowded closely 
together. Off-the-shelf Mikunis have 
throttle-stop and idle mixture adjustment 
screws on opposite sides of their bodies, 
so in a paired i.nstallation you're going to 
have one of each located between the 
carburetors. It's bad enough to have the 
big, easily-adjusted throttle-stop screw 
hidden away like that; the smaller, re
cessed mixture screw is a job for triple
jointed fingers and an unflinching indif
ference to skin/metal contact with the hot 
cylinderhead. Mikunis are made with 
mixture screws on the same side as their 
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throttle stops, and you can save yourself 
a lot of agony by combining the two types 
in a twin-cylinder conversion, mounting 
them so that both idle mixture screws are 
pointed outboard. Unfortunately, the 
same-side models are not always available 
in the appropriate size. 

On the subject of throat size there is 
much to be said, but the important thing 
is that you do not get carried away. Never 
assume that bigger is automatically better, 
because it isn't and some of the problems 
of installing an oversize carburetor can 
make you wish you'd found some otl'ler 
occupation for your uncommitted eve
nings. The Mikuni is a sophisticated item, 
as motorcycle carburetors go, and it will 
for that reason do quite a nice job of 
metering fuel at through-throat air veloci
ties lower than those required for most 
others. It isn't much better streamlined 

internally than the others, but there is an 
improvement in mass air flow to be had 
with a Mikuni carburetor a little larger 
than the unit it replaces. Mikuµi's own> 

tuning manual contains a chart with throat 
size plotted against horsepower per cyl
inder (on the basis of a carburetor for 
each cylinder) but that seems unduly con
servative. My bike had 30mm carburetors; 
according to Mikuni's chart, reading up 
from its _known bhp/cyl rating, it should 
have had carburetors with 28mm throat 
diameters. A set of 32mm-throat Mikunis 
were selected (partly on the basis of 
hunch; partly through calculation) and 
these provided not only a very noticeable 
improvement in performance at high 
revs-where it was to be expected-but also 
made the engine pull stronger mid-range 
and added about 1000 rpm at the bottom 
of the effective power band. 
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During the deliberations that led up to 
the choice of throat size numerous people 
expressed confidence that 34mm or even 
36mm carburetors would be "just perfect." 
Perhaps, but there are compelling reasons 
for holding fairly closely to stock throat 
size in all except racing-only conversions. 
In four-stroke engines valve timing is ar
ranged to suit a particular level of gas 
velocity in the intake tract, which implies 
that we should not too greatly alter port 
and manifold diameters unless we are 
prepared to embark on a complete engine 
redesign. And if the port and manifold 
diameters are to remain the same, then 
there hardly is any reason for fitting over
ly-large carburetors. You can expect that 
the flow capacity of the former will be 
greater, size for size, than the relatively 
"dirty" carburetor bore, and chose a throat 
diameter representing about 115-percent 
of port area, but that would seem to be 
a reasonable maximum. It is worth con
sidering, too, that the process of deter
mining suitable jetting, etc., will be much 
more difficult as throat size gets larger and 
air speed declines. 

Two-stroke engines also respond badly 
to oversize carburetors, but for slightly 
different reasons. The problem here is that 
the window-valve wonders are extremely 
sensitive to any change in intake tract 
dimensions. They rely very heavily on 
inertia-ram and sonic wave effects to pre
vent back flowing during the period be
tween TDC and intake-closing, and these 
effects are altered by changes in either 
diameter or length. You don't have to 
make big changes to find a difference: 
as little as 5mm in length, or 2mm in 
diameter, will sometimes do terrible things 
to intake tract tuning, and to performance. 
So if you have decided that you want a 
red-hot two-stroker and fitted a big, big 
Mikuni you'll need to re-tune the intake 
system. That job requires removing the 
engine's exhaust system-to eliminate ex
haust-side pulsations that might otherwise 
confuse the picture-and trying different 
port window /manifold flange spacings 
until you find one that gives the best 
results. A rule-of-thumb to be followed 
in this is to make the intake tract longer 
by an amount equa'l to the square of 
throat size increases. 

Entirely apart from the tuning difficul
ties, too-drastic increases in carburetor 
sizes bring with them some considerable 
practical problems. One of these is the 
matter of physical size, which already has 
been mentioned. Another involves the 
motorcycle's throttle actuating mecha
nism: throttle cables and their related fit
tings are far from being standardized, but 
the throttle-slide ends of Amal cables will 
hook up to Mikuni carburetors without 
difficulty. It's a quick, no-modifications 
linking of parts-unless there's a real dis-· 
parity in original/replacement carburetor 
throat size. You really can't expect a 
throttle mechanism arranged to lift the 
slide above a 30mm throat to handle a 
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THROTTLE VALVE OPENING 

PILOT FUEL SYSTEM 

In general ii may be said Iha/ 1he Mikuni 
carbure/or's main jel size con/rots mixlure 
slrenglh when /he lhrollle is fully opened. Bui 
an air jel is required 10 slabilize lhe air/ fuel ralio 
over 1he broad range of engine speeds and /here 
is /he pilol jel adding ifs mile 10 1he Iola!. fuel 
delivery. A I any1hing less than full 1hrot1le olher 
elemen/s in /he carburelor's lwo fuel me/ering 
systems become important and the overlapping 
influences of lhese elements confuse the tuning 
process. To clarify matlers we present here a 
cross-section drawing of the Mikuni, and charts 
to show the fuel flow/throttle opening relation
ships for the carburetor's metering elements. 

PILOT FUEL SYSTEM: An adjus1able air 
screw and lhrollle-slide-bypass hole brake fuel 
flow up lhrough /he pilot jet at idle, bu/ /here 
is a rapid rise in pi/01 sys/em fuel delivery until 
¼-throttle is reached. Fuel flowing up through 
the pilot jet combines with that from the main 

• fuel system at larger throttle settings und changes
in pilot jel size thus require an adjus/ment in
the sizes of all lhe other metering elemenls-in
cluding /he main jet.

SLIDE CUTAWAY: The char/ shows 1he
effects of 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 throttle slide cu/aways
on lo/al fuel flow wilh all other factors remaining
1he same. The cu/away's influence is slight above
¾-throttle; strongest around ½-lhrottle.

NEEDLE POSITION: This is wha1 happens 
when you raise or lower the lapered metering 
needle relative to slide posilion. The effect extends 
over the full range of lhrotlle seltings with lhe 
strongest response at the haifivay poinl. There
would be a shifting, higher or lower, of the whole
fuel-flow envelope with multiple-laper needles.

NEED LE JET: Of significance is 1he fact that
virtually all the change in fuel flow is confined 
to the area below half-throttle, and that the needle 
jet numbers shown indicate a size spread of only
0.02mm in jet diameters.

40mm lift. Peeling back the -ca·ble housing 
may provide enough slack to Jet_ the slide 
close; you still may have a problem with 
the twist-grip itself, if the drum that 
winds-in ca_ble is too small in diameter 
and/or won't rotate far enough. Usually 
the problem is confined to drum diameter, 
and it manifests itself as a mournfully slow 
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throttle action-with up to ¾-turn at the 
grip required to completely lift the slides. 
Stick close to stock throat size when you're 
doing that Mikuni conversion and you'll 
avoid at least this one set of problems. 

Mikuni carburetors are available with 
either of two mountings: you can get them 
with the traditional two-bolt flange; they 
also come in spigot-type models. For the 
latter you'll have to pay an extra few 
dollars to get the matching molded neo
prene stub-manifold. You'll find applica
tions in which the flange-mount Mikuni 
is virtually a bolt-on replacement for an 
existing carburetor, and in such instances 
there will be an overpowering urge to 
go for the cheap-and-easy. Don't do it. Half 
the problems we have with all motorcycle 
carburetors can be traced to the effects 
of engine vibration, which causes rapid 
wearing of slides and needle jets, wander
ing idle settings, and sometimes severe 
frothing in the carburetors' f loat 
chambers. In fact, there's a fair chance 
you could approximate the good results 
you expect to get with a Mikuni simply 
by providing a little flexibility in mounting 
your bike's standard carburetor. 

One of the "other reasons" for insisting 
·on spigot-type carburetors will become
obvious once you have begun the process
of sorting out jetting, slide cutaway. etc.
There may or may not be room in a four
stroke engine installation for dropping the
float bowls and removing throttle slides:
two-stroke engines usually- carry their car
buretors low, right down against the
transmission housing, and there's just no
hope of removing anything but the slide
without first separating the Mikuni from
the cylinder. _ If the carburetor is flange
mounted you have to take off two bolts,
disturb-and perhaps _tear-a manifold
gasket, and worry about distorting the
carburetor body if, in haste, you should
overtighten the flange nuts. With the
spigot-type Mikuni you loosen one Phil-
1 i ps-head screw to relax the neoprene
sleeve's circular clamp, and presto' You're
holding the carburetor in your hand, with
only the thrott1e cable and fuel line to
prevent carrying the thing right over to
your work bench.

There is, unfortunately, a small problem
(apart from slightly increased expense)
that comes in the box with that
spigot-mount Mikuni: you have to find
room for the neoprene sleeve, which needs
more space in every direction than a
flange-mount carburetor. First, the con
struction of the neoprene mounting sleeve
is such that the two bolts holding it in
place have to be farther apart than the
studs provided for most flange mountings.
Second, not only do you have to provide
for the neoprene stub's length, there is
more distance created by the spigot ex
tending back from the carburetor body.
In some instances it will be possible to
reposition the stock mounting studs; most
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COLOR-TUNE 

$10.98 

Complete Tune-Up Kit 
The kit includes a COLOR-TUNE plug, 
viewer-scope, distributor lead adaptor, plug 
washers, 18 mm adaptor, cleaning brush, 
cleaning solution and complete step-by-step 
instructions. 

MICRO-LITE 

$17.95 
Tunes most 2 and 4 cycle engines. Ideal 
for Bikes, Boats, Snowmobiles, Mowers, etc. 
• precision micrometer accuracy
• lengthens engine life
• save money on repairs
• fast and easy to operate

BUY FACTORY·DIRECT ..... 
from world's leading manufacturer 

Assembled -ready to present 
Wholesale low, low prices 
Artistic color combinations 
Rush "PDQ" service 
Distinctiwe designs 
Satisfaction guaranteed 

Write for fre� catalog 
lrophyland l!lilf Inc. 

DEPT. C, 7001 W. 20TH AVE .. P.O. BOX4606, HIAlEAH. FLA. 33014 

EXACTIME 

$10.95 

ExacTime is the first continuity tester for all 
battery-energized and magneto ignition sys
tems. Engines are easier to tune because 
ExacTime indicates simply and positively 
whether points are open or closed. 

MICRO-TIME 

$15.95 
MICRO-TIME-The Precision Timing Tool 
for Small Engines 

Micro-Time is a rugged precision instrument 
for perfect timing of all 2 and 4 cycle en
gines: bikes, boats, snowmobiles and power 
mowers. 

MOTOR PRODUCTS Dept. C 303 N. San Fernando Road Los Angeles, CA 90031 

Enclosed is my cash, check or money order 
for the full amount of _____ _  in- Name 
eluding postage, handling and tax for each 
kit checked below: Address 
O Color-Tune 

§ 
ExacTime 
Micro-Lite 
Micro-Time 

$10.98 + .60 handling 
$10.95 + .60 handling 
$17.95 + .70 handling 
$15.95 + .90 handling 

City _ _ _ _________ __ 

State ___ _____ Zip _ _ __ _ 
(Ca. residents add 6% sales tax) 
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GO with the LEADER-BO AMI 
BECOME A 

CERTIFIED MOTORCYCLE MECHANIC 
Train at Daytona Beach, Florida 

The Motorcycle Capital of the World 

BY EVERY STANDARD AMI IS THE 
LEADER IN THE FIELD OF TRAINING 

MOTORCYCLE MECHANICS. 

HERE ARE THE FACTS! 

35 FULL TIME PERSONNEL 
INCLUDING A DEDICATED, 

QUAUFJED TEAM 
OF INSTRUCTORS. 

THOROUGH, COMPREHENSIVE 
RESIDENT TRAINING PROGRAMS. 
HIGHEST ST AND ARDS 
REQUIRED FOR GRADUATION. 

AMI has the largest and most complete 
facility in the industry. Over 32,000 
square· feet of school area. Four large 
classrooms. Ten completely equipped 
laboratories. Large repair shop, with 
modern equipment. Rotary engine and 
dynamometer laboratories for special 
courses. 

APPROVED FOR VETERAN'S TRAINING 

Motorcycle repair is big 
business. Over 7 million 

motorcycles in use. 15 million 
projected by 1980. 16,000 

motorcycle dealers now in 
business. Number increasing 

every month. Dealers need 
thousands of qualified 

motorcycle mechanics now i 

START YOUR CAREER NOW! 

Write or Call Toll Free 
800/874-0645 

Florida Residents Call Collect 

904/255-0295 

AMERICAN MOTORCYCLE 

& INSTITUTE � 

100 

P.O. Box 2628 
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32015 

Name 

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

City ................................ . 

State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Zip . . . . . . . . .  . 

Home Phone<. .. .l. . . . . . . . . . . Age ..... . 
I Am A Veteran □ 

installations. wlll require some kind of 
adapter, and that will add even more 
distance between carburetor and engine. 
Entirely apart from any bad effects this 
intake tract lengthening may have on per
formance, you may-find yourself in dif
ficulties because moving the carburetor 
back has brought it into contact with a 
frame member, the air box, tne fuel tank's 
underside, or some other component that 
cannot easily be relocated. Such difficulties 
are made all the more likely by_the Mikuni 
carburetor's size, and by thc- need to 
mount it very close to level-even if that 
means having its intake stuffed straight 
into the side of a battery. You can tilt 
the Mikuni a little, up or down, but if 
its throat is angled more than about 15-
degrees from the horizontal all bets are 
off. We know from experience that this 
much will not too seriously upset the Mi
kuni's low-speed metering; anything more 
is terra incognita for us and what happens 
at 20-degrees is anybody's guess? 

You can expect to have some problems 
in trying to devise a suitable adapter. The 
passageway in Mikuni's molded neoprene 
carburetor mounting is substantially larger 
in diameter than the throttle bore, and 
it probably will verge on overlapping the 
carburetor mounting studs on your engine. 
So you cannot simply bolt a plate to the 
existing studs and then mount the neo
prene sleeve on the plate, as the studs and 
their nuts would have to be recessed into 
the plate to keep them from fouling the 
sleeve, and doing that would mean that 
air could leak inward past the sleeve 
flange, using the recesses as passages. An 
alternative is to make up an adapter that 
is a short piece of tubing with a flange 
at each end. One flange would fit the 
existing studs; the other would match the 
Mikuni sleeve. This last approach can 
work very well in four-stroke engine ap
plications. where an extra couple of inches 
in intake "tract length probably would 
serve only to move the power peak down
ward slightly and improve midrange per
formance. But two-stroke engines won't 
like the extra length at all, and there may 
not be room within the frame even if the 
engine has no objections. 

All things considered, pmbably the best 
solution to the adapter problem is to use -
quarter-inch aluminum plate and coun
tersunk screws. If the countersinking is 
done carefully the screw heads will be 
flush with the plate surfaces, with only 
the screwdriver slots to interfere with an • 
air-tight seal. A liberal application of Per
matex takes care of that last problem. You 
may have some trouble finding counter
sunk screws with threads matching those 
of the engine's original carburetor mount-
ing studs, but this may be overcome by 
either re-tapping the stud holes or making 
a special set of countersunk screws. That 
will take care of fixing the adapter to the 
engine. You can then use a pair of alien
head screws to secure the neoprene 
sleeve's flange to the adapter plate, run-
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ning them into threaded holes in the alu
minum. However, you must take care that 
the screws are exactly the right lenith, 
because if they're too short they may pull 
the threads out of the aluminum-which 
is too thin to offer more than minimal 
support even when used to maximum 
advantage-and if the screws are too long 
they'll bottom against the metal behind 
the adapter. 

A few engines have intake manifolds 
separate from their cylinder or cylinder
head castings, and this arrangement eases 
the adapter difficulty enormously. If the 
manifold is made of steel you saw away 
the existing carburetor flange and weld 
on a replacement with a hole pattern to 
match the Mikuni mounting sleeve. 
Heli-arc welding equipment is required to 
do the same thing to an aluminum mani
fold, and that kind of service may not be 
available everywhere. Where only ordi
nary gas-welding can be done you can ef
fectively reproduce the aluminum mani
fold in steel, with the appropriate hole 
pattern in the outer manifold flange. 

If all this fabricating and modifying 
seems intimidating, here's a piece of in
formation that will lend confidence: apart 
from the matter of getting those counter
sunk screw heads flush with the adapter 
plate, nothing has to be done with much 
precision. All the bolt holes can be a bit 
sloppy and the adapter plate surfaces 
none-too-smooth, and a good slathering 
of Permatex will fix everything. It isn't 
even necessary to get the port/carbure
tor/adapter alignment especially close. 
There's a big change in passage cross-sec
tion where the carburetor plugs into the 
neoprene sleeve, and you can't do much 
to correct that. Just make the hole through 
the adapter smaller than the hole through 
the sleeve, larger than the port apperture, 
and don't worry about alignment. Air will 
flow past the close-spaced, abrupt reduc
tions in diameter just like they were cov
ered with a streamlined belL and if the 
reductions are displaced laterally a six
teenth-inch or so you merely will have 
created a slightly bent bell. There really 
is no point in expending a lot of time and 
energy smoothing the sleeve/adapter/port 
transition when you have, say, a 32mm 
throttle bore plugged into a 38mm-inside 
sleeve diameter. That abrupt discontinuity 
will set up a turbulence that is certain to 
persist clear past the intake valve. 

We have already noted that Mikuni 
carburetors are bulky, compared with 
others of the same throat diameter. They 
also have a comparatively enormous intake 
bell, or to be more precise_ an enormous 
ring around the intake bell. This ring is 
so large, in fact, that when the hose con
necting carburetor and air cleaner is kept 
reasonably short the intake tract, from the 
standpoint of tuned length, ends at the 
carburetor mouth. With a smaller connec
tion the hose would act as an extension 
to the intake tract, and carry the strong 
intake pulsations forward to envelop the 

Know how to tune it . to fix it to rebuild 
it yourself. The TOTAL SERVICE MANUAL for, 
your bike will show you how to do everything 
from a niinor adjustment to a major overhaul. 

TOTAL SERVICE;; MANUALS are digests of of
ficial factory wor_kshop manuals. Each one is care
fully rewritten for use by the do-it-yourself bike 
owner. Clear and easy to follow, yet complete and 
detailed enough even for professional use. You get 
all the. important information plus hundreds of the 
best pictures, diagrams, and specification tables. 

TOTAL SERVICE MANUALS 

9840 AJS & MATCHLESS SINGLES . . .. $3.95 
9841 AJS & MATCHLESS TWINS . . . ... . . . . . . ... $3.95 
3726 BMW all model 50, 60, 69, 75-55-72 ....... .... $6.95 
3727 BRIDGESTONE inc 50, 60, 90 & 175 cc models ... . S3.50 
0699 BSA-oil models-35-40 .... $3.95 

0695 BSA BANTAM-all models from 1948 on 
3725 BSA all inc 250, 350 & 500-to 68 . 
9603 BSA 2-cyl-650cc-63-72 . ...... . 
9650 BULTACO-all 125-250cc models 
0535 CZ-all 125, 250, -400cc-69-7-4 . 

. .  $5.95 
.... . .... $4.95 

.... $5.50 
. .... .. S7.50 

. ....... $5.50 

3728 DUCATI 160, 250, 350, -450 models-thru 7-4 . .. .... $7.50 
961-4 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1-cyl-all models--47-72 ..... $6.95 
9613 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 2-cyl-all models-55.72 .$6.95 
96-49 HODAKA-90 & lO0cc-64-72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.50 
3788 HONDA 50-90cc all inc Mini & trail bikes-63-7-4 .. $5.50 

9785 HONDA 1-cyl-100-250cc-70-72 .. ........ ..... . $5.50 
3751 HONDA 2-cyl-125, 160, 175, 350cc models-6-4-72 .. $5.50 
3752 HONDA 2-cyl 250-305cc twins-all models-62-68 .. S4.50 
37-49 HONDA 450-all models--4 & 5 spd. trans.-65-73 .$5.50 
9602 HONDA -4-cyl-350 & 500cc-72 .. $5.50 

3755 HONDA 750-all models-69-71 . . . . . . . . . . . . .$5.50 
0608 HONDA ENDURO-125, 250, Elsinore models .. $5.50 
9779 HUSQVARNA l 25--450cc-66-72 . . . . . . S7 .50 
375-4 KAWASAKI 1-cyl-90-350cc-66-72 . . . . ..... S5.50 
3791 KAWASAKI 2-cyl-250 & 350cc-66-71 .... $5.50 

9601 KAWASAKI 3-cyl-350, 500, 750 inc S3-69-74 . ... $5.50 
0726 KAWASAKI 900 �l-73-7-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$7.95 
9600 MONTESA-123-360cc-65-72 ............ .... . . . .  S7.50 
0505 MOTO GUZZI-V700, V750, V850 models-66-72 ... S7.95 
0-497 NORTON 750, 850 all inc Commando, Atlas-66-73 $7.95 

979-4 OSSA-all 125, 17:S, 250cc-71-72 . . . ... $7.50 
3790 SUZUKI 1-cyl-50--400cc-6-4-74 . , .$5.50 
3792 SUZUKI 2-cyl-125-500cc-6-4-7-4 . . . . . . . . .. . $5.50 
978-4 SUZUKI 3-cyl-380, 550 t: 750cc-71-72 . . . . . . .$5.50 
3733 TRIUMPH 150, 200, 350, 500, 650cc--46-62 . . .$4.95 

3753 TRIUMPH-all 500, 650, 750 models-63-7-4 . $5.S0 
0698 VELOCETTE K, M, GP, LE models-25-52 . . .. . $3.95 
0697 VINCENT-HRD B, C, D-500 & 1000--47-55 .. $3.95 
37-47 YAMAHA 1-cyl-all 50-80cc rotary valve-63-74 .. $5.50 
37-48 YAMAHA 1-cyl Enduro 5 & 7 port-90-500cc-68-74.$5,50 

3787 YAMAHA 2-cyl-90-350cc-65-74 . . .. $5.50 
9775 YAMAHA 650 twins-65-7-4 ....... . ....... ... .. S5.50 
0558 MINI-BIKE manual-covers all production models .. $5,95 
0552 2-stroke manual inc Allstate, Benelli, Gorelli . . .$5.95 

PERFORMANCE TUNING 

37-42 MOTORCYCLE CARBURETORS . . . . . . . . ........ S6.95 
37-41 MOTORCYCLE ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS ........ . .. $4.95 
1039 MOTORCYCLE TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE-new .. S5.95 
9802 TWO-STROKE carburetion & ignition-how & why .. S2.S0 
37-45 SPEED & HOW TO OBTAIN IT . . ... $2.95 

37-43 PRODUCTION MOTORCYCLE RACING, How to .. . S3.95 
9668 TUNING FOR PERFORMANCE-theory.& practice .. 55.00 
9799 IMPROVING TWO-STROKE ENGINE PERFORMANCE S3.95 
9801 TUNING for SPEED-for racing/competition . ... S3.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 

37-46 HINTS & TIPS fcir motorcyclists . . . .. S2.95 
9421 ALL ABOUT MINIBIKES . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... $5.00 
3738 ART OF MOTOCROSS-expert advice . . . . . . .. $3.50 
9653 TRAIL BIKE-how to select, ride, maintain ....... SS.00 
9605 ENDURO-techniques of cross country racing . .... $2.95 

3739 ITALIAN MOTORCYCLES-all makes imported . $5.50 
9837 CASTROL MOTORCYCLE RACING MANUAL ...... S5.95 
0618 NEW GUIDE TO MOTORCYCLING-cov. everything.$5.95 
0626 HOW TO WIN MOTORCROSS Gary Bailey textbook.$5.00 
9524 BUYER'S & RIDER'S GUIDE for all bikes ... . ..... . $9.95 

9982 HISTORY. OF WORLD'S MOTORCYCLES ......... . $9.95 
069-4 ROAD TESTS-26 English bikes-350 to 1000cc 

inc BSA, Vincent, Brough, Triumph, Norton. . .. $5.95 

BASIC REPAIR GUIDES 

9455 BSA TWINS-500 & 650cc-1948-62 . . . .  $2.95 

9-459 LAMBRETTA Motorscooter-to model LOB . ... .... . S2.95 
9533 LAMBRETTA Motorscooter-all models-57-70 . . . $2.95 
9537 NORTON DOMINATOR TWINS-55-65 . . . .. .. $2.95 
9461 NSU QUICKL Y-oll models to 1965 . . .. . $2.95 

9536 VELOCETTE-single & twin-cylinder models .. .. .. S2.95 
9-463 VESPA Motorscooter-1951-58 . . .... S2.95 
9-464 VESPA Motorscooter-1959-63 ... ........ ....... . $2.95 
9-465 VESPA Motorscooter-GS & SS models-55-67 .. $2,95 
9466 VILLIERS engine-I- and 2-cylinder models ....... $2.95 

Telephone orders 12121 342-0225 j 
I D I enclose full payment of �$------� 
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AKiONl ALLOY i�MS 
A Rim That Doesn't Ream Your Wallet 
Winning may mean everything to you, but why spend more than is necessary 
for a rim that helps you win? After all, money's important, too. 

For the most part, there are two rims on 
the market that are superior to any others 
for dirt riding conditions. Both offer vir
tually identical features. Like: 

• Lightweight aluminum alloy
construction

• No ridge to fill with mud
• Heat-treated for increased tensile and

proof stress
• Deep knurling to prevent tire slippage
• Flash-butt welding for rigidity at weld

points

All the important factors compare. Ex
cept the price. Akront Alloy Rims are 
priced from $22 to $36. Is it necessary 
to spend up to $50 for a rim with the 
same technology as Akrorit? 

That's the question many pros, experi
enced dirt riders and accessory dealers 
are asking right now. We're sure there'll 
be some changes made. 

Ask your dealer or write: Dept. C 

WM-0 
WM-1 
WM-2 
WM-3, 
WMl & WM2 
WM 3.5 Harley Type 
WM 4 ½ Offset Rim 
WM1, 40 Hole 

Speedway Type Drilled 

16 to 19 in. 
16 to 19 in. 
16 to 19 in. 
16 to 19 in. 

21 in. 
16 in. 
16 in. 

23 in. 

$22.00 
30.00 
30.00 
30.00 
30.00 
32.00 
32.00 

36.00 

(When ordering, please specify year, model and make) 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

c4lCJIONT cNORTH c4MERICAN 
P.O. Box 2307 
Anaheim, Ca. 92804 

CIRCLE NO. 42 ON READER SERVICE PAGE. 

Kawasaki 
• 

P□WERPUL� 
� 
EXPANSION CHAMBERS 

MARK IV 
(SUPERSEDES MARK II) 

• NEW LOW PRICE 

• RUBBER MOUNTED 

S159.95 S129.95 

CHROME BLACK 

H-2 29-0002 29-0001 

H-1 29-0004 29-0003 

S-2 29-0006 29-0005 
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S&W Hi RPM Valve Spring Kit 
Racing valve springs are a necessity when 
installing a high lift, long duration cam
shaft; worthwhile with a stock cam, too. 
S&W competition valve springs are made 
of aircraft quality wire, magnafluxed, heat 
treated and double drawn. 

#279 ... Honda XR 75 (kit) .... . $14.05 
#124 5 . .  Honda XL 250 (kit) .. .. $21. 95 
#280 ... Honda XL 350 (kit) . ... $24.95 . 
#281 ... Honda 500cc "4" (kit) . .  $39.95 
#1858 . .  Honda 750cc "4" (kit) .. $39. 95 
#1234 .. Yamaha 650/750 (kit) ... $24 .95 
#690 ... Kawasaki 900 Z-1 (kit) .. $59.95 

Webco catalog ... 116 pages ... only $1.50 

carburetor's fuel delivery orifices. The 
pulses have ample strength to seriously 
compromise fuel metering-to the extent 
of halting all fuel flow when conditions 
produce a standing positive wave over the 
spray nozzle. The Mikuni's oversize entry 
ring forces the use of air cleaner hose of 
such diameter that it cannot act as a part 
of the intake tract. Also the hose's cross
sectional area is so great that it won't 
develop secondary resonances of any ap
preciable amplitude unless _you make the 
unlikely mistake of providing it with con
siderable length. As long as the carbure
tor/air cleaner connection hose's length 
is no more than six of its diameters, any 
sonic wave activity in the hose should be 
so high in frequency and low in amplitude 
that no problems will arise. 

Whatever you do with the connecting 
hose, do not fail to provide a good air 
cleaner. There's a lot of grit whipped up 
by traffic along paved roads, and the off
road motorcycle lives in clouds of dust
which means all bikes require an air fil
tration system. You may be lucky, and 
find that you can use the stock air cleaner 
on your bike; more often than not the 
system will have to be modified, in ways 
ranging from a simple rearranging of the 
carburetor/air cleaner connection right 
out to total replacement. If replacement 
looks like the only solution, you're going 
to spend a little money, but escape doing 
any real work. There are lots of suitable 
air filters available: the plastic foam socks 
have to be oiled, ano that makes them 
messy, but they fit almost anywhere, flow 
plenty of air, and are inexpensive; have 
a look, too, at the neat air filters in the 
K&N catalogue. 

You'll have to do something about fuel 
filtering when making the conversion to 
Mikuni. All Japanese-made motorcycles 
have sediment traps built into their fuel 
valves, so Mikuni has not bothered to 
provide what they probably see as redun
dant filtering in the carburetors. Happily, 
there are in-line fuel filters, modest in 
both size and price, to be found at almost 
any automotive supplies store. 

Before you get past the final stage of 
converting over to a Mikuni carburetor; 
you'll have a fine opportunity to discover 
exactly how much fortitude in the face 
of unspeakable frustration you really pos
sess. The final stage also may turn out 
to be a testing of your bank account, 
because after you have the carburetor 
firmly in place, fuel lines connected, air 
filtration provided, throttle working and 
all the rest, then you'll begin the really 
important work-which is to find a com
bination of jets, slide and needle that 
actually produces that wonderful perfor
mance and mileage legend promises. 

Where do you begin? Most people begin 
with a mistake: to think that carburetor 
tuning is a matter of finding the right main 
jet, and that notion is just awesomely 
wrong. You really begin with the carbure
tor's pilot jet, and you may have to return 
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to that one a number of times as the tuning 
process advances. According to most lit
erature on the subject, all the motorcycle 
carburetor's functions are neatly divided: 
the pilot jet takes care of the idle mixture, 
and then ceases to make any difference 
after the throttle is more than 1/s open; 
then the throttle slide cutaway is supposed 
to take over, determining how much fuel 
gets pulled up from the spray nozzle from 
1/s to ¼ throttle openings; from ¼ to ¾ 
throttle, fuel metering is said to be han
dled by the tapered needle that partially 
blocks the rieedle jet; and from ¾ to full 
throttle we theoretically rely on the main 
jet alone. In reality, as the various fuel 
flow /throttle opening charts provided 
with this text will show, there is a con
siderable and confusing overlapping of 
effects: the pilot jet quickly reaches max
im um flow as the throttle is cracked 
open, but its flow is superimposed on all 
the others and a change will be felt 
throughout the range; the effects of slide 
cutaway extend from idle almost to full 
throttle;_ the needle jet will, if its size is 
right, strongly influence the mixture 
strength from idle to half -throttle, and 
have some effect up to the 75-percent 
point; the tapered jet needle works all the 
way; and changes in main jet will change 
fuel flow from a little less than half to 
wide-open throttle. It's a very subtle 
blending of functions, and it is distinctly 
possible. to have more than one combina
tion producing nearly identical results. 

We have observed that Mikuni car
buretors are sold with standard jetting, 
etc., to suit an average situation, and peo
ple who do not depart too drastically from 
the average can get away with simply 
bolting their new carburetor in place and 
fiddling with main jets until the engine 
runs satisfactorily. That is to say; holding 
to that near-standard throat size so often 
recommended here will pretty nearly 
guarantee acceptable results. Acceptable, 
but not outstanding. If you want really 
sharp running you'll have to experiment, 
and _you begin with that pilot jet mentioned 
earlier. 

How do you know when th_e pilot jet 
is right? That's easy:, if, when you have 
adjusted the idle mixture and throttle-stop 
screws to give the best idle with the least 
throttle opening, you have the mixture 
screw turned out from its seat about I½ 
turns, then the pilot jet is perfect. The 
range is from one turn to three turns. If 
you get the best idle at less than a turn 
the pilot jet is too small; more than three 
turns and it's too large. 

Past Vs-throttle the pilot jet is doing all 
it will, and you then have to start juggling 
needles, needle jets and slide cutaways. 
In this, the fuel flow charts are invaluable, 
as are your own powers of observation. 
It sometimes is very difficult to know 
whether a slight raggedness in the engine's 
running is the result of a too-lean mixture, 
or one that is overly rich. However, in 
general it may be said that the difference 
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Check the boxes to the right of each book you want 
and send cash check or money order to POWER 
RIDER CO. Box 158, Saugus, Calif. 91350. (Calif. 
Res. add 6% sales tax. Allow 4 weeks normal delivery 
or enclose ?Oc extra each book for rush 1st class mail) 

NAME __________ _ 

ADDRESS ____ _____ _ 

CITY ___________ _ 

STATE ______ ZIP __ _ 

GIVES YOU THE 

SWiffetS/fiffei 
EK6reme 
Pressure 
ooncen6ra&e 

PARTN0320 

� 

�(9:1 
. �AUTION, "':•11 ... ..,.om .. � 

� "CONTENTS SH OZS p77l1TH 

BG EXTREME PRESSURE CONCEN
TRATE is a highly-concentrated addi
tive designed to reduce friction and 
give smoother, faster shifting. A touch 
of the toe and away you go. Use as dir-

. ected on the can to protect seals, bear
ings and gears. 

BG BIKE GUARDS 
For free decals and brochure, write 

BG PRODUCTS, INC. 
Box 11264, Wichita, Kansas 67211 

Distributor inquiries invited 

1/etter /iuardians for Motor Maintenance 

f 
catalog 
Our 1974 all-new, 220-page mail order 
catalog is the most complete catalog of 
parts, accessories, performance equip
ment, tools, and clothing for custom, 
street, competition, and dirt bikes. In 
addition to over 10,00'0 accessories, we 
have included several 11how to" articles 
that will really help you understand 
your bike better. The 1974 motorcyclist 
catalog is just the very best mail order 
catalog available. 

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY 

Name ___________ _ 

Address __________ _ 

City ____________ _ 
State _______ Zip ___ _ 

5 91502 (213) 849-7295 l
ift t 515 N. Victory Blvd. Burbank. Calif. 

f lJ� [�J[� 24 Hour order number 
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KK SELLS 

TO M.C. 

DEALERS 

ONLY 

YOU'RE FIRST($ 
WITH� 

The "New Bell Star" 
gives 120

° 
peripheral vision

8 

·J
• meets A.N.S.I. Z90. 1-1971 standards 

• certified by the Safety Helmet Council of America 

• impact resistant fiberglass shell with expanded polystryene 

padding 

• can be used with goggles or other face shields; comes with snap 

on visor shield. 

"THE ENTHUSIAST'S SUPPLY HOUSE" 

�J�,M�!!�C,!,��!,S,!!!!,.� 
� c.m> '11 e mcm ii�.�� ,IP�.�.��.� �at ■

CIRCLE NO. 39 ON READER SERVICE PAGE. 

MEMBER 

MOTORCYCLE 

INOUSTRY 

COUNCIL 

I PARTNERSHIPS CYCLE MORE SAFELY 

Reconditioned 
Used, 

Motorcycle 
Shops 

will net 
$50,000/year 

, ·  

$5,000 total 
investment! 

(up to 50% financing 
available from 
home office) 

AAA 
CYCLE 

EXCHANGES™ 
OF AMERICA 

BOX 4023 
HAMMOND IND 46324 

(219) 931-6000

The only rear view mirror 
designed for motorcyclists 
• Adjusts to any helmet
• Shatterproof construction
• Great for snowmobiling too!

white 

black 

orange 795 
plus tax 

See at your dealer 
or order direct from 

V1zo1-Vu, INc. 
Box 5370 Phone 714/883-6178 
San Bernardino, California 92408 

is revealed in the engine's response to a 
little more throttle, quickly applied. If the 
condition is made worse for an instant, 
the engine stumbling, then the mixture is 
too lean. But if the r.aggedness is most 
pronounced during steady-state cruising 
and improves with the application of more 
throttle, you then need to get rid of a 
too-rich condition. 

The charts are a big help, but only if 
you actually know the exact throttle 
opening. One conceivably might leave off 
the air cleaners and actually peer inside 
the carburetor throats; that probably isn't 
practical in the real world of roadside 
posts, oncoming traffic and the like. A 
better method is to rig a drum and pointer 
at the throttle twist grip, with the drum 
indexed for slide position (the marking 
should be in eighth-throttle increments) 
and the pointer placed to give readings 
free of parallax error. And if you have 
a big-displacement motorcycle you'll be 
amazed at the amount of time you spend 
riding at no more than¼ throttle. My own 
bike, a 750, will run right past the legal 
speed limit with a little less than quarter 
throttle, and cranking up another quarter 
takes it over 90 mph. All of this means 
that the pilot jet, needle jet, needle and 
slide cutaway really are much more im
portant than the main jet. 

Ordering alternative parts for Mikunis 
requires ihat you know the numbering 
system, which is in most respects uncompli
cated. Slide cutaway is higher when the 
number is higher: a 3.5 slide has a higher 
cutaway than one carrying a 3.0 marking; 
higher cutaways produce a leaner mixture. 
Main and pilot jets' numbers get higher 
as the jet orifices get bigger, for a richer 
mixture. The air jet in the small passage 
leading to the needle jet also is bigger at 
the higher numbers, but the effect is re
versed: bigger air jets lean the mixture
especially at high engine speeds. You 
shouldn't have to change this compensat
ing air jet unless you're trying to correct 
for a high speed leanness and can't do it 
with main jetting without creating a mid
range, wide open throttle richness. The 
needle jet c_ode is a combination of letters 
and numbers indicating orifice diameter, 
all of which is explained by the appro- � 
priate chart presented here. 

Needle Jet Inside Diameter 

0 1 2 3 9 

N 2.550 2.555 2.560 2.565 - 2.595 

0 2.600 2.605 2.610 2.615 - 2.645 

P 2.650 2.655 2.660 2.665 - 2.695 

Q 2.700 2.705 2.710 2.715 - 2.745 

That leaves the tapered metering nee
dle, which works with the needle jet to 
form a variable area orifice controlling 
fuel flow up from the main jet. The nee
dles are stamped with a number/letter 
designation like, "6DH4", which-starting 
at the beginning and working through
means the following: the number 6 is the 
code for needle length, in this case telling 
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us it is for a 60mm reach; the letters are 
for the needle's tapers, and there is 0.25-
degree per letter as you progress through 
the alphabet so this hypothetical needle 
has a first, upper taper of LO-degree and 
a second, lower taper of 2.0-degrees. Then 
we come to the last number, and it's the 
one that will drive you quietly crazy be
cause it is assigned arbitrarily. What it 
signifies is the fact that not all the tapers 
begin at the same place along the needle's 
length, and that some needles have a slight 
reduction in diameter just above the first 
taper. But the number serves only to keep 
Mikuni's engineering records straight; it 
does not indicate any orderly progression. 

Neither does the information provided 
here insure that the carburetor tuning you 
eventually may do will follow an orderly 
progression. All we can do is to supply 
guidance, in the most general way. In the 
end it is a matter of trial and error, with 
plenty of error. My own experience in
cluded the discovery of one needle jet and 
needle combination that made my bike's 
engine absolutely refuse to run. It would 
start and idle, but cough and expire at 
the slightest opening of the throttle. But 
in fairness to Mikuni it must be said that 
this impasse was reached more or less 
deliberately in the course of investigative 
experiment. The Mikuni carburetors I 
used actually worked pretty well, right off 
the shelf. The performance gain was un
mistakable, the engine ran cleanly at 
nearly all throttle openings-with just a 
little over-rich surging between 1/s and ¼ 
throttle, which was easily corrected by 
changing the pilot jet, needle jet, needle 
and slide cutaway about twenty times. As 
matters now stand the bike runs without 
any overt rich/lean symptoms, but I know 
it's still too rich right off idle because it 
runs a little too willingly when cold, and 
the plugs tell me the mid-range mixture 
is a trifle lean. So the tuning process goes 
bn, and seems certain to continue for 
maybe the next six months-at which time 
the collection of carburetor internals that 
didn't work quite right will be worth 
probably twice the cost of the carburetors 
themselves. 

One of your expenses should be the 
Mikuni VM Carburetor Super Tuning 
Manual, which is available from the Mi
kuni K. America Corporation, 7923 Gloria 
Avenue, Van Nuys, California 91406. The 
manual will be a big help when you're 
right down there in all the jets and stuff, 
wondering what to do, and if you get stuck 
call (213) 781-5060, or 873-7880 to pester 
the Mikuni people personally. Don't tell 
them we told you where to call, because 
they probably are going to have their 
phones ringing themselves off the hook. 
After the first hundred replies to callers 
who want to know which one of those 
funny-looking pieces of brass is the pilot 
jet the Mikuni guys may wish they'd never 
heard of Cycle. And don't call us because 
we don't know a thing that isn't in the 
Mikun1 manual or this text. @ 
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Chuck full of off-road, 
��:-V �e�if�r a;iu t��di��ur

truck. The greatest 
selection of wide 
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"""' 

;�r���iet�i��k;,0���rs,
ing stoves, and much, 
much more are avail
able. 

DUNSTALL-NORTON 810cc 
INTERSTATE-COMMANDO 

MOTORCYCLES 

$1750.00 each 
RICKMAN-ENFIELD 750cc 

CAFE-RACER based specialty 
motorcycles ........................ $1695.00 
Spare Royal Enfield series "B" 
engine unit complete .......... $ 550.00 
BOTH ABOVE .................... $2100.00 
Offers subject to stock unsold, FOB 
Winnipeg, Man. Prices slightly higher 
to Canadian residents· due to Canadian 
Gov't 12% sales tax, which is NOT 
APPLICABLE to USA residents. 

CHARIOT CYCLE LTD. 
BOX 3534, STATION "B" 

WINNIPEG, MAN., CANADA R2W 3R4 
TEL.: (204) 582-6123 

Free "goodies" Catalog on request 

COMPARE 
the nation's leading mail order cataiogs to the 

NEW 1975 STEPHEN ALLEN CO. catalog 

-=-- "J
RACECRAFTERS96�
GRAND PRIX 88 pgs�-:

=- STEPHEN 

ALLEN 
-=== 

z -

J.C. WHITNEY 38 pgs ,/,. COMPANY 

- 220 pgs over 320 p 

PRICE: $3.50 PRICE: $2.50 reg. $3.95 

The GIANT STEPHEN ALLEN CO. 
accessories catalog is the largest, most complete catalog of
its type anywhere with over 20,000 items available

PLUS: only the STEPHEN ALLEN CO. offers
• Computerized processing of all orders
• Full color photos and illustrations
• 1 00,000 sq. ft. warehouse
• Multi million dollar accessory inventory
• Genuine parts for Kawasaki,

Honda, Yamaha and Suzuki
• Bank Ameri card and Master Charge service

ORDER NOW and SAVE 36% offcoverprice 
r------------------------------------------------1

Hurry! Rush a Brand New 1975 Stephen Allen motorcycle
catalog to my mailbox 
Name ________ ______ __ __ Make of Bike ____ _ 

Address _ ___ _ _ _ ______ _____ _ ___ _ _ _ _  _ 

City _ _________________ _ State ___ Zip __ 

Enclosed is $ _ ____ for __ copy(ies) at $2.50 each 

Bill my OBA O MC # ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Exp date ___ _ 

Signature _____________________ _ _ _ _  _ 
Mail coupon to Stephen.Allen Co., Catalog Sales, P.O. Box 5129, San 
Jose, Ca. 95150 . C 
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